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Xmas shoot
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Exeter welcomes new archers
Your next steps to
archery success
Saira Chaudhry

N

ow that you have completed your
beginners course, the real fun begins. Whilst you continue to work
on your form there is always one bit of archery
that seems really daunting - the scoring. If the
thought of scoring makes you panic, don’t
worry, you’re certainly not alone. To begin with
I really didn’t want to score. It would make
me nervous just thinking of shooting a set of
arrows, calling the right score, writing them
down in the right boxes and adding it all up
properly. It all seemed a bit too much. With
the encouragement and help of fellow archers
at the club, starting to score early actually really
helps in the long run.

Getting into the habit of scoring a round
during your club meetings has several advantages. Perhaps the most obvious one would be
to get used to scoring during practice, it’ll be
second nature to you if or when you decide
to start shooting at competitions. The other
benefit is that as you practice more and develop your archery skills, you can assess your
progress. Also by writing your scores down on
a scoresheet, you can submit them to the club
records officer. They’ll continue to monitor
your scores and present you with awards for
acheivements that you make. So how do we
score? In target archery you will shoot one of
two scoring methods. 10-zone scoring (used
for metric rounds) or 5-zone scoring (used
for imperial rounds). For metric rounds, the
target is divided into 10 scoring zones which
have inner and outer rings. Imperial rounds
have 5 scoring zones (9,7,5,3 and 1). If your
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arrow lands a line separating zones (known
as a 'line cutter'), you will score the value of
the higher scoring zone. When using a score
sheet, you call and record your scores with the
highest score first. For example 9-7-5. Where
your arrow doesn't make it on any scoring
zone, you call a 'miss', marking it on the sheet
as M. When calling out your scores for a 6
arrow end, and to make life a little easier for
the scorer, it is best to call them in 'threes', this
gives a chance for the scorer to hear and note
down your scores correctly. They will, after all,
probably be scoring up to 4 archers on a sheet.
Once all archer's scores have been called out
can you remove your arrows. When calling
arrow scores, you can point but must not touch
the arrow as you call them as this may compromise your score or another archer's arrow
score. The various rounds that can be shot are
shown on page 9.
After each
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BLACK - 3
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RED - 7
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X(10)

GOLD - 9

Metric 10 Zone scoring (World Archery rounds measured in metres)

Imperial 5 Zone scoring (Archery GB rounds measured in yards)

half dozen arrows are scored, you enter the total of that half dozen in the
end total box (ET). After a dozen arrows have been shot, you are then able
to complete the row, filling in the number of hits (H), the score for that
dozen (S), how many golds were scored (G) and the running total (RT).
Once you've finished shooting the round you then fill in the boxes in the
totals section. As a check, if you have shot an even number of arrows you
should have a totoal score that is an even number. If you scored an odd

number of arrows, your total score should be an odd number. Once you
have checked the adding up of your scoresheet, remember to sign your
score and also include your name, bowstyle, date and indicate the round
that you are shooting. Don't forget to pop your scoresheet in the folder
for the records officer!

Example scoresheet. We don't actually have a
John Smith at the club!

Archery Guidebook
A bit of light reading
One of the books you may have seen is 'The Archery for Beginners Handbook'
produced by Archery GB. Hannah Bussey, one of the authors of the book says:
"It isn't always easy taking up a new sport. To begin with it can all seem a little
alien, but with a bit of assurance and direction, it's surprising how easy and
fun it is to get to grips with archery.
We developed this guidebook to give beginners a starting point, to accompany
them in the early stages when everything seems a bit confusing and they are
worried about getting it wrong.
This book will help new archers get into good habits from the start. It has been
written for all ages and can be used by clubs as a resource for new members."
'The archery for beginners handbook' can be purchased from selected online
stockists including Clickers Archery (http://goo.gl/rsBB0l) and Quicks Archery
(https://goo.gl/wuymwK).

The Archery for beginners guidebook
written and produced by Archery GB.
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We have a club copy that is kept in the scoresheet box, that is available to you
to take a look through.

League Shoots
Going postal, what does it all mean?
Scott Williams

D

uring the indoor season, the club enters the DCAS county
league and BA postal league shooting both the Portsmouth
round (shooting 60 arrows on a 60cm face, using 10 zone
scoring) and Frostbite round (shooting 3 dozen arrows on a 80cm
face, using 10 zone scoring).
We generally shoot the Frostbite on the first Sunday of the winter
months at the school field, weather permitting, where all disciplines
shoot together. The Portsmouth league is shot by the Recurve archers
on the Friday of the month and the Longbow and Compound archers
shoot on the second Friday of every month.
The results are published once a month and can seem a little bit
confusing. As it turns out, league tables and divisions aren't just for
football! Club records officer, Scott Williams helps to explain what
the results actually mean and how the club's position in the league
is represented.
With the DCAS league, the position of an archer depends upon
where they can slot you in so you don’t play your own team/club.
With the BA postal league, if you win a league one year you go up
and if you come last you go down – the top winners are usually
published in Archery GB.
To decide who goes where in cases where we have more than one

team in the leagues – the day after the league shoot I put all the
results in a spreadsheet – the first 3 highest scores for each bowstyle
enter team A – the next 3 team B, etc. Which is why if a pink sheet
is submitted late it’s useless I’ve already done the scores.
In the case of BA - These scores are then put on the official submission form and sent to the records officer of the team (from anywhere in
the UK) we’re competing against that month – via post and/or email.
They are also duplicated and also sent to the postal league organiser.
In the case of DCAS (and BLBS, or BowInternational) the score
sheets are emailed before the end of each month to the postal organiser,
who then works out who has won or lost each month.
This is why the records officer job takes up about 13 hours a
month – as all these scores must be entered separately to everyone’s
classification and handicap scores and all competition results. This
used to all be done by hand but the advent of the computer has made
it a darn sight easier.
The only exception is juniors where their top submitted score to
me for each month is entered at the end of the month.
You can find out more information on the various leagues at the
following web addresses:
The BA Postal league - www.bapostalleague.co.uk
Bow International - http://www.70mleague.com
and DCAS - http://www.dcas.org.uk/postals.htm

New hut

A new home for indoor equipment

S

PHOTOS : ANDY OAKES, PHILLIP REES

ince the end of the indoor season last year, Exeter school have
been undergoing some changes to their school hall facilities. They
are currently in the process of builing a new swimming pool. This
has meant that in addition to noticeable changes to our shooting hall,
towards the end of last year in the run up to Christmas the hall had
to be shut for major works.
Due to the location of the new swimming pool we had to relocate our
indoor hut and move our access to the equipment. During November
we invested in a container as our hut. With nicknames such as 'Jabba

the Hut' and the 'Tardis', it is much bigger to what we had, and is a
brilliant club colour green!
Our thanks go to Phill, Andy, Richard and Graham for assembling
the hut. The positioning of the hut is likely to be temporary. It is our
hope that before the next indoor season approaches we will have a
permanent position for the hut with easier access to it from the hall.
Special thanks go to Josh Spiers for constructing the ramp that has
made all the difference in bridging the gap between ground level and
the back door!
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Ghoulie goings on
Karen shows the zombie whose boss!

H

PHOTOS: SCOTT WILLIAMS

alloween 2015 was really
quite scary! Fabulous costumes and face painting!
All shooting at targets that had
zombies and a Worcester face with
spiders, not the conventional archery spiders either. Although they
were glittery and so shooting those
meant extra points!
Not sure any of the zombies
survived when faced by our army
of club members. A very enjoyable shoot which saw the prizes
being given to 1st place archers
Gina Elsworthy (recurve), Mollie
Wix (compound), Colin Alexander
(compound), Dave Scull (Long-
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bow), Myra Hingston (Longbow),
Karen Grassie (Barebow), Phillip
Rees (Barebow) and Amethyst
Chopping (Junior Barebow). Karen Lenton won a prize for 'best
make up'!
Thank you to Scott for organising another top Halloween event.

Um... I think it's dead.

Army of skilled archers! Keeping the
streets of Exeter safe for another night!
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Festive Fun

T

he Christmas dinner was well attended,
held at the Globe Inn in Topsham on
December 5th. Colin entertained us
with a bumper Christmas edition of the quiz
and I think many of us entertained Colin with
our creative answers!
Christine's Guess the Item in the Parcel game
always leaves a perplexed look on most of our
faces with extra points given for guessing the
colours!
Thank you to Andy for organising another
brilliant night out and to all for joining in
with the festivities.

Andy waiting for his dinner.

One of Colin's many party tricks...
balancing a table on his head.

T

hough few in numbers at the Christmas fun shoot, it comprised of our
finest and funnest of archers including
Santa and his weapon of choice, enough to
even send the elves hiding! Friendly Santa
though, so friendly we had two of them!

Pete and Graham assure Santa they've
been very good boys this year!
Elf training.

PHOTOS : ANDY OAKES, PHILLIP REES

Santa's little helpers.
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Christmas Clout

PHOTOS: SCOTT WILLIAMS

Rob Twigg demonstrating his unique technique.

T

hanks once again to all who attended and helped with another very enjoyable Festive Clout.
Although numbers shooting were somewhat down, nearly everyone had a personal best, probably helped by the almost perfect
weather conditions - a bit muddy underfoot but very mild and calm.
Thanks to Karen William and ISCA s for taking on the formidable duties of Lady Paramount – and to everyone else for having fun!
Good Shooting in the New Year and I look forward to seeing you all at our 2016 clout!
- Andy Oakes
Winner of the Gaukroger Trophy and ISCA Volley (with corks) award.

COMIC: COLIN ALEXANDER
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Classification improvements
Results for indoor season

W

hatever stage of archery you are in, why not score your round? Scoring and
submitting at least 3 scores will help the records officer to work out a handicap
and classification grade for you. For those new to scoring, please turn to page 1
for details on how to score.
During the current indoor season, archers who have submitted scores and improved on
their classification are as follows:

Compound

Club indoor championships

Due to DCAS competition calendar
clashes, we have our club indoor
championships on Friday 18th March,
assembly at 7:00. A Portsmouth round
has been chosen for the competition.
A target list will be available on the day. Only
those who put their name down on the list
will be entitled to shoot. The competition
will be followed by the awards ceremony.
Please put your name d0wn as soon as
possible on the entry sheet in the hut.

Outdoor Season

The first day of the outdoor season
begins on Friday 1st April in the sports
field by the pavillion at 18:00 - dusk.

Gentleman
Colin Alexander 25/10/2015 C

The outdoor season times are:

Longbow

Gentleman
Ian Lavis 06/11/2015 E

Tuesday: 18:00 - dusk
Friday: 18:00 - dusk
Sunday: 14:00 - 16:00

Ladies
Val Scull 13/11/2015 E

Please check the noticeboard and website
for any late changes.

Ladies U12
Amethyst Chopping 05/01/2016 F

Coaching training

Our best wishes go to our coaching officer
Colin Alexander and Gina Elsworthy
who began training for their Level 1
coaching qualifications in January.

Recurve

Gentlemen
Graham Waters 15/01/2016 D
Tomasz Pawinski 13/11/2015 D

PAYG Shooting Fees

The pay as you go per session fee for this
year is:

Ladies
Diane Evans 22/11/2015 F
Gina Elsworthy 04/10/2015 C
Karen Lenton 06/10/2015 E
Saira Chaudhry 17/11/15 C

Seniors £2.50
Retired £1.50
Junior £1
Visitor £3
Any bow hire that you require will be at £1
per session, following the 3 month free bow
use after your completed beginners course.
Bow hire fees for new members who
joined in January will be payable from
the start of the outdoor season.

Calendar
 Sunday 6 March
Frostbite
Exeter School Field. 1:30pm.
 Friday 11 March

will not be able to shoot on the
day unless your name is on the
list.
Exeter School Hall. 7pm.
 Sunday 20 March

Club league shoot Longbow/Compound
Exeter School Hall, 7pm.

DCAS County Clout
Championships
Newquay bowmen, TR7 3BH.
Assembly 11:00.

 Friday 18 March
Club indoor championships
Shooting a Portsmouth round,
please make sure you put your
name on the list at the club. You

 Tuesday 29 March
Last indoor club practice
Our last indoor club practice of

 Sunday 24 April

the season.
Exeter School Hall, 8pm.

Warwick rounds
Barnstaple Archers, EX31 2BQ.
10:45am, 2pm.

 Friday 1 April
First outdoor club practice
Our first outdoor club practice of
the season.
Exeter School Field, see detail
above for times.

 Sunday 1 May
DCAS Grand Day
Shooting a National round. We
will need help from as many club
members on the day to set up and
help throughout the day. Please
keep an eye out at the club and on
the website for more details.
Exeter School Field.

 Sunday 17 April
Longbow - 2 way
westerns and clout
Redruth Archers. 10:30am.

Please check our website , facebook page and DCAS website for up to date changes.
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252 Progression Award
Shoot for your first badge

T

he 252 award is designed to help you practise your shooting at different distances and recognise your achievements. After 6 sighters, 3 dozen
arrows are shot on a 122cm face at a chosen distance. The round can be shot at 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80 or 100 yards with the aim of scoring 252 or
better from a maximum of 324 (alternative scores apply for other bow types than recurve). If you achieve the score twice you can claim a badge.
It is an award scheme in use at many archery clubs in the UK and applies to all archers, irrespective of age, ability or bow type (scores differ by bowtype).
The rules are as follows:

 Archery GB rules of shooting apply. Six sighters to be followed immediately bythree dozen scored arrows.
 5-zone scoring (Gold = 9, Red = 7, Blue = 5, Black = 3, White = 1, Miss = M = 0) using a 122cm target face. Archery GB rules of shooting apply.
Six sighters to be followed immediately bythree dozen scored arrows.
 The three dozen arrows may be shot alone or as part of a longer recognised Imperial round.
 Competition scorecards may be submitted if the relevant three dozen arrows and distance are clearly identified.
 Badges may be claimed in any sequence.
 Scores must be achieved twice to qualify for the award.
 Qualifying scores for a given distance must be shot on different days.
 To make an award claim, two signed and witnessed score sheets need to be submitted to the Records Officer.

The awards are as follows:

Distance
(yds)

Award

Recurve
Score

Compound
Score

Longbow
Score

Barebow
Score

20

White

252

300

158

189

30

Black

252

300

144

189

40

Blue

252

292

126

189

50

Red

252

292

124

189

60

Gold

252

292

112

189

80

Green

252

292

78

164

100

Purple

252

292

56

160

Badges will be presented to successful archers following submission of two qualifying scorecards, or can be
collected from the Records Officer. Badges cost £2.50 each.
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Target Archery Rounds

Archery GB (AGB) and World Archery (WA) rounds
As the outdoor season approaches, you'll find that there are quite a few rounds that you can shoot. To help you work out which rounds you could
try, refer to the table below.

Outdoor Imperial rounds - 122 cm Target Face - Shooting 12 arrows
5 Zone scoring
9
7
5
33
1
Rounds (yards)
100
80
60
50
40
30
20
York
Hereford
Bristol 1
Bristol 2
Bristol 3
Bristol 4
St George
Albion
Windsor
Short Windsor
Junior Windsor
New Western
Long Western
Western
Short Western
Junior Western
Short Junior western
American
St Nicholas
New National
Long National
National
Short National
Junior National
Short Junior National
New Warwick
Long Warwick
Warwick
Short Warwick
Junior Warwick
Short Junior Warwick

6

3

4
6

2
4

2

Max
Score
1296
1296

6

4

2

1296

6

4
6

3
3

4

3
3
3

4
4

4
4

2.5
4

2

2
4

2
2

3
3
3

2
4

2
2

4
4

2.5

2
4

2
2

2
4
6

2
4

2

3
3
3

3
3

3

4
4

4

4
4
2.5
4

2
4

2
2

3

2
4

2

2
2

2

1296
1296
1296
972
972
972
972
972
864
864
864
864
864
864
810
756
648
648
648
648
648
648
432
432
432
432
432
432
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Outdoor Metric rounds - 122 cm Target Face - Shooting 12 arrows
10 Zone scoring
X 10 9 8 7 6 5 44 33
2
1
122cm Target Face
80cm Target Face
Rounds (metres)
90
70
60
50 40 30 20 50 40 30 20 15
WA 1440 (Gents)
WA 1440 (Ladies)
Metric 1
Metric 2
Metric 3
Metric 4
Metric 5
Long Metric (Gents)
Long Metric (Ladies)
Long Metric 1
Long Metric 2
Long Metric 3
Long Metric 4
Long Metric 5
Short Metric 1
Short Metric 2
Short Metric 3
Short Metric 4
Short Metric 5
WA 720 (Gents)
WA 720 (Ladies)
Half Metric 1
Half Metric 2
Half Metric 3
Half Metric 4
Half Metric 5
WA Standard
WA 900
WA 70m
WA 60m
WA 50m

3

3
3
3

3

3
3

3
3

Max
Score
1440
1440

3

3

3

1440

3
3

1440
1440
1440
1440
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
900
1440
1440
1440

3

3

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3
3

3
3

3
3

3

3
3

3
3
3

1.5

1.5
1.5
1.5

6

1.5
1.5
1.5

2.5
6
6

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5 1.5
1.5
3
2.5 2.5

1.5
1.5
1.5
3

1.5

6
6

6

3
3
3

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

3
3

10

3
3

3

3

3
3

1.5

1.5
1.5

3
3

1.5
1.5

I hope you've enjoyed this edition of the newsletter, and please let me have any stories, ideas and photos that could be included in the next
edition. Email to editor@exeter-archers.co.uk..... or speak to me on a club night.
Saira Chaudhry
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